successful to produce crystals in our screening. Initial diffraction tests were performed using a home-source X-ray generator (Rigaku R-E) equipped with a Rigaku R-Axis detector at 100 K. The best crystal was found to diffract up to 2.75 Å resolution. The structure was determined by molecular replacement using our previous structure of human FEN1 in the FEN1-PCNA complex crystal (PDB code 1UL1) as a search model. The structure shows that the enzyme holds both the upstream and downstream duplexes and induces a sharp kink of the DNA by embedding the kinked template strand in a basic cleft.
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Structural studies of the multidrug-responsible transcriptional repressor protein CgmR
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The CgmR protein from Corynebacterium glutamicum is a multidrug-responsible transcriptional repressor belonging to the TetR-family. The crystal structure analyses of CgmR in its three different functional conformations, a DNA-binding form, drug-binding forms, and a drug-free form revealed this protein is inherently in a DNA-releasing conformation. Repressor proteins are molecular switches and dissociate from their bound operator in inducer-binding dependent manner. There are two possible two-state mechanistic models explaining functional cycle of repressors. These models are composed of two functional protein conformations, DNA-binding form and DNA-releasing form. In the first model (Inducing model), the default conformation of its inducer-free condition is the DNA-binding form, and binding of inducers provokes its structural change to dissociate from operator. In an alternative model, the default conformation is the DNA-releasing conformation, and binding of inducers stabilizes it to prevent changing to the DNA-binding form (Stabilizing model). Functional appearances of these models as transcriptional repressors are identical, however their mechanistic aspects as molecular switches are different each other. Repressors adopting the former inducing model have been known (e.g. TetR), while another model has not been confirmed yet. Our structural study revealed that CgmR adopts the latter stabilizing model, and this is the first example experimentally demonstrating the unconfirmed model. From structural viewpoints, this model adopted by CgmR has innate ability to respond against divergent ligand molecules. The model is consistent with molecular function of the CgmR protein, and also explains functional propensity of other TetR-family proteins as multidrug responsible repressors.
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The C-terminal extension in archael and euarkyotic DNA ligases modulates the DNA binding activity
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ATP-dependent DNA ligase encoded by the hyperthermophilic archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus (PfuLig) seals single-strand breaks (nicks) in DNA duplex substrates. The thermostability of this enzyme is exploited in the ligase chain reaction and the ligase detection reaction to distinguish single base mutations associated with genetic diseases. Here we report the identification of an essential residue responsible for the improvement of the ligation activity. PfuLig comprises the N-terminal DNA-binding domain, the middle adenylation domain, and the C-terminal OB-fold domain. The architecture of each domain resembles those of human DNA ligase I (Hlig I). The closed form (PfuLig) compared to the substrate-bound open form (hLig I), the helical extension conserved at the C termini in archael and eukaryotic DNA ligases appears to play crucial role in stabilizing a closed form without DNA substrate, therefore this helical moiety might affect the substrate-DNA-binding activity. The deletion of extensional helix caused the increased DNA binding activity. But the ligation activity of this mutant became lower than wild type. After the several mutational experiments on the C-terminal helical moiety, we demonstrated that Asp540, one of the selected amino acid residues, is accounted for the improved DNA binding and ligation activity over the optimum temperature.
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Structural basis for transcriptional regulation mechanisms by the transcription factor Ets2
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The Ets transcription factor family has been known to regulate gene transcription related to cellular differentiation, proliferation, senescence, apoptosis and oncogenic transformation. All family members have highly conserved DNA binding domain, termed the Ets domain (ETSD). To date, three-dimensional structures of some Ets transcription family members complexed with DNA containing their target sequences have been determined. However, the specificity and selectivity of DNA recognition and subsequent transcription by each family member are poorly understood. In this study, we focused on Ets2. Firstly, in order to elucidate DNA recognition mechanism of Ets2, we determined the three-dimensional structure of the ETS domain from Ets2 complexed with the DNA containing the Ets2 target sequence. Secondly, we evaluated the kinetic parameters to DNA binding by Ets2ETSD and Ets2AN307 including the inhibitory domains flanking at both N- and C-termini of ETS domain by the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) method and clarified transcriptional regulation by auto-inhibition mechanism to DNA
binding, which is proposed in Ets1. Finally, in order to illustrate binding specificity against gene promoter, we measured DNA binding affinity of Ets2ETSD to various DNA sequences using the SPR method. Additionally, we investigated alterations of DNA binding mode by building up model structures based on the Ets2ETSD/DNA structure determined in this work. In conclusion, this research indicates specificity and selectivity of DNA binding by Ets2 in the three-dimensional level and explains some transcriptional regulating mechanisms of Ets2.
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Comparison of crystal structures of NF-kB p50/RelB/ DNA and p52/RelB/DNA complexes
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NF-kBPs constitute a family of transcription activators that mediate the expression of a large number of genes that are responsible for key cellular functions including development, proliferation, survival and inflammation. This family consists of five members, p50, p52, RelA, c-Rel and RelB which share a ~300 residues segment of high sequence homology at or near their N-terminus. This homologous segment, known as the Rel Homology Region (RHR) is critical for nearly all the functions, including DNA binding, dimerization, inhibitor binding and nuclear localization. Unlike the other NF-kB proteins, p50 and p52 lack a transactivation domain but contain inserts within and outside the RHR. These two subunits associate with RelA, c-Rel and RelB to form the predominant NF-kB dimers responsible for gene activation. RelB does not stringently follow the NF-kB family rules. It is the only member that is not known to form a homodimer and has restricted ability to heterodimerize. RelB preferentially forms heterodimers with p50 and p52 in vivo. We describe here the X-ray crystal structures of NF-kB p50/RelB heterodimer and p52/RelB heterodimer bound to the same 10-bp kB DNA. Although p50 and p52 have identical DNA contacting amino acids, these two complexes reveal distinctive base-specific contacts. In the p50/RelB complex, the p50 subunit contacts GGG in the 5 bp half-site and RelB subunit contacts GG in the 4 bp half-site. In the p52/RelB complex, p52 subunit contacts CGG with H62 interact overhang cytosine while RelB subunit bound GGG. The specific binding in these two complexes suggests that RelB may allow the recognition of more diverse kB sequences. Our studies thus provide a basis as to why RelB/p50 and RelB/p52 heterodimers display differential biological regulations.
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Structural basis for regulation of bifunctional roles of the F-plasmid replication initiator RepE
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RepE is an essential protein for the initiation of the F-plasmid replication, and its initiator activity is fundamentally controlled by interconversion of two molecular association states (i.e., monomer and dimer). The RepE monomers are the replication initiators, binding to iteron DNA sequences of the replication origin. In contrast, the dominant dimeric form of RepE has no initiator activity but functions as an autogenous transcriptional repressor, binding to the promoter/operator region of the repE gene, which shares an 8-bp sequence with the iteron. The RepE dimer therefore requires the DnaK molecular chaperone system to be dissociated into monomers and to be activated as initiators. During the past decade, our group determined the crystal structures of RepE in both association forms as RepE-DNA complexes (Komori et al., EMBO J. 1999; Nakamura et al., PNAS 2007). RepE can be divided into two domains, the N-terminal and C-terminal domains, with a linker connecting them. Both domains include a winged helix-turn-helix motif, and the specific 8-bp of DNA is recognized by the C-terminal domain. Although the N-terminal domain of the monomer also interacts with DNA, that of the dimer does not participate in DNA binding but is involved in RepE dimerization. Surprisingly, the conformations of each domain are similar between the monomer and dimer, while the secondary structure of the domain linker and relative domain orientation differ significantly from each other. Furthermore, there would be interacting areas of DnaK/DnaJ chaperones nearby the domain linker. These structural features suggest that actions of the DnaK system may induce a structural transition to the domain linker and cause a domain rearrangement of RepE, and thereby the dimer must be converted to monomers.
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Structural study of the C-terminal domain of DNA gyrase
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Most bacteria harbor two essential type IIA DNA topoisomerases, DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV (TopoIV). While these two enzymes are highly homologous, they exhibit distinct activities. DNA gyrase supports transcription and replication by introducing negative supercoils into DNA, whereas TopoIV preferentially relaxes positive supercoils and serves as the main decatenating enzyme to facilitate chromosome segregation. Based on crystal structures of the C-terminal domains (CTDs) from Borrelia burgdorferi gyrase (BbGyrA-CTD) and Bacillus stearothermophilus TopoIV (BsTopoIV-CTD), it was proposed originally that the functional divergence of these two enzymes can be attributed to differences in the surface contour of their respective CTDs. Specifically, the DNA-binding surface of gyrase CTD has a steeper curvature and is thus more affective in bending DNA. Surprisingly, later determined crystal structure of the CTD of Escherichia coli gyrase (EcGyrA-